K. Nichols Studio nurtures aspiring young artists to build the confidence necessary not only onstage and onscreen but for the world stage of life. The studio bridges the gap between foundational acting technique and entertainment business education for young actors and their parents, thereby equipping them with tools to navigate the world of theater, TV/Film, and the world at large with confidence and better insight as an engaged, empathetic human being.

K. Nichols Studio offers professional training year-round through FaceTime and Skype. We also offer in-person training year-round in NYC and seasonally in Memphis, TN.

**TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES**
- Acting for TV, Film, Theatre, and Voiceover
- Dialect (neutralize your accent or learn a new one!)
- Screenwriting for kids and teens

**PRICING**
- Acting Lessons $70/hour
- Dialect Lessons $64/hour
- Screenwriting Lessons $64/hour

**PACKAGES**
- Acting 12 Lesson Package $56/hour
- Acting 10 Lesson Package $50/45 Min
- Voiceover 6 Lesson Package $59/hour
- Dialect 4 Lesson Package $48/hour
- Screenwriting 3 Lesson Package $38/hour
TESTIMONIALS

My daughter recently signed with an agent in Los Angeles after preparing with Katelyn. She is such an amazing coach and the lessons have been a major confidence booster for my daughter. She supports and encourages my 14-year old in everything and we couldn't have done it without her!

Parent Review

Sometimes you don’t realize when some of your foundations have been lost, Katelyn teaches and reminds you of these things in a totally new and mind-opening way. I have a great time in lessons and I learned so much that I will continue to utilize pursuing this career. No matter where you live if you’re interested in quality acting training directly to your home with online coaching.

Student Review

I feel so much more positive about my growth as an artist and as a human being every time I have a lesson with her. I always know I am in a judge-free zone and can talk with her about anything, entertainment business or otherwise. I highly recommend her to anyone who wants to learn how to truly act!

Student Review

5 stars doesn't even begin to cover it.

Parent Review

SOCIAL MEDIA

Instagram: @K.NicholsStudio
Twitter: @KNicholsStudio
FB: facebook.com/KNicholsStudio

New York, NY • 901-831-3827
katelyn@knicholsstudio.com • www.knicholsstudio.com